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European AI Alliance

European AI Alliance (EAIA)

Stakeholder(s):

_e1765474-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00

European Commission

Vision

_e1765596-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00

Informed policymaking

Mission

_e1765622-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00

To serve as a multi-stakeholder forum engaged in a broad and open discussion of all aspects of AI development and its
impact on the economy and society.

Values
Openness
Information
Discussion
Intelligence
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Materials & Views
Share materials and views on AI.
_e17656a4-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00

By sharing your materials and views here, you are directly contributing to the European debate on AI, and thus helping
the European Commission to inform its policymaking.

1. Blog
Provide information on the Commission's work on AI.
Under the section "Blog", you can find information on the Commission's work on AI. Your feedback will be
solicited by experts or officials of the European Commission.
_e176571c-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00

2. Forum
Host a forum for discussion of AI-related topics.
Under the section "Forum", you can raise AI-related topics and engage in open-ended peer discussions with
other members of the European AI Alliance.
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3. Documents
Maintain a collection of public documents on AI.
Under the section "Documents", a collection of public documents on AI can be found. These concern documents
published by the European Commission or the Member States, as well as documents published by third
countries and international organizations.
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4. Library
Host a repository of reports, papers, and other documents on Artificial Intelligence.
The "Open library", is a repository of all types of reports, papers, and other interesting documents on Artificial
Intelligence which members of the European AI Alliance can add in order to share these with other members.
You can either upload a document or share its link. Don't forget to mention the correct source!
_e1765884-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00

5. Meetings & Events
Provides overviews of the upcoming meetings and events on AI.
Finally, the section "Events", provides an overview of the upcoming meetings and events on AI. These can be
closed events, open events, or webinars. You are able to add relevant events on AI, however, the platform
moderators will ensure their relevance to the Alliance.
_e1765906-cb7c-11ea-a9c6-be551683ea00
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